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Long-Term Targets Addressed (Based on NYSP12 ELA CCLS) 

I can ask questions to deepen my understanding of an informational text. (RI.3.1) 

I can answer questions using specific details from an informational text. (RI.3.1) 

I can determine the main idea of an informational text. (RI.3.2) 

I can describe steps in a procedure, in the order they should happen. (RI.3.3) 

I can determine the meaning of unknown words in an informational text. (RI.3.4) 

Supporting Learning Targets Ongoing Assessment 

• I can ask and answer questions about frogs’ habitat in Everything You Need to Know about Frogs and Other 

Slippery Creatures. 

• I can describe an adaptation that helps a frog survive in a particular habitat. 

• I can determine the meaning of unknown words using context clues. 

• Asking and Answering Questions: “Home, Sweet 

Home” recording form 

• “Home, Sweet Home” Sequence recording form  

• Vocabulary notebooks 
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Agenda Teaching Notes 

1. Opening 

A. Building Our Word Power: Adding Lesson 4 

Vocabulary to Our Vocabulary Notebooks (10 

minutes)  

B. Engaging the Reader: Pages 6 and 7 of Bullfrog at 

Magnolia Circle (3 minutes)  

2. Work Time  

A. Generating Questions about a Frog’s Habitat (5 

minutes)  

B. Reading Aloud and Rereading for Gist: Pages 18 

and 19 of Everything You Need to Know about 

Frogs and Other Slippery Creatures (15 minutes)  

C. Learning about Habitat and Completing the 

“Home, Sweet Home” Recording Form (13 

minutes)  

D. Working With Words in Context (12 minutes) 

3. Closing and Assessment 

A. Debrief: Learning Target Check (2 minutes) 

4. Homework 

A. Lesson 5 Homework 

• At arrival, display a blank piece of chart paper. As students arrive, invite them to write the words from 

their homework on the chart paper. Caution them to not write a word that has already been written by 

another student. 

• Lesson 5 follows the same general instructional sequence as Lessons 3 and 4.  

• In advance: Make 3-4 copies of the Word Cards for Work Time D and cut the cards apart. 

• In the previous lesson, students worked in pairs to complete their recording forms and work in their 

Vocabulary Notebooks. They do so again today. Keep the pairs the same. They will stay together through 

Lesson 6. 

• This lesson gives students an authentic opportunity to practice the skill of skimming for information 

efficiently. Students are guided through the process of skimming. They are purposely given a chance to 

“have a go” at this new skill with less direct teacher modeling. Attend carefully to how students are using 

this skill during the lesson. Note students who weren’t able to find the identified frogs, and confer with 

them first as you circulate around the room. 
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Lesson Vocabulary Materials 

habitat, hibernating, dweller, amplify, 

gaps, canopies 

 

This lesson includes use of the 

Vocabulary Notebook.  

All versions of the Vocabulary 

Notebook pages for all lessons are 

included in the Supporting Materials 

for Lesson 1. There is a version with all 

4 columns blank.  There is also a 

version with the words for the lesson 

already filled in. Additionally, there is 

a version with the words and the 

definitions already filled in.  

 

• Lesson 4 Vocabulary Notebook Page anchor chart 

• Vocabulary notebooks (used in previous lessons) 

• Student-friendly Definitions (from Lesson 4 for “Super Skin” words; for teacher reference) 

• Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle (book; one for teacher to project)  

• Document camera 

• Everything you need to know about FROGS and Other Slippery Creatures (book; one per student) 

• Sticky notes (two per student)  

• Asking and Answering Questions: “Home, Sweet Home” recording form (one per student) 

• “Home, Sweet Home” recording form (one per student and one to display) 

• Word Cards for Work Time D (2 cards per group; groups will have some of the same words) 

• Steps for Work Time D (optional; from Lesson 3) 

• Using the Context of Informational Text: Figuring Out What “Home, Sweet Home” Words Mean  (for display) 

• Student-friendly Definitions (for teacher reference only) 

• Lesson 5 Homework (one per student) 

Supplemental Materials 

• Alternate Asking and Answering Questions: “Home, Sweet Home” recording form 

• Who Am I? Frog Riddle Cards 
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Opening Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Building Our Word Power: Adding Lesson 4 Vocabulary to Our Vocabulary Notebooks (10 minutes)  

• Welcome students back and express your excitement about their growing expertise about frogs. Comment on all the 

words students added to the chart paper from their homework as they arrived today. Tell students that being curious 

about words helps to build their word power! 

• Display the Lesson 4 Vocabulary Notebook Page anchor chart.  

• Have students open their Vocabulary Notebooks to the page they’re using for the Lesson 4 words. Depending upon 

what version was used in their notebooks, they may have to only complete all four columns, or columns 2-4, or only 

columns3 and 4.  

• Use the Student-friendly Definitions (from Lesson 4) as a reference. Write in the definitions on the Lesson 4 

Vocabulary Notebook Page anchor chart as you read the definition aloud to students. Review each word as students 

add the words to their Vocabulary Notebooks.  

• If necessary, remind students of the purpose of each column: Column 1 is for the word or term, Column 2 is for the 

actual definition, Column 3 is the definition in their own words, and Column 4 is for a symbol or simple sketch that 

helps them connect to the word’s meaning.  

• Encourage students to work with table-group members or others and allow them to share their thinking about how to 

word the definitions in their own words as well as share ideas for symbols or sketches. Let this work be a fun shared 

learning experience. 

• You will need to hold to the timing of the lesson. If students don’t finish, provide them with time later in the day or on 

subsequent days to finish these vocabulary notebook entries. Tell students that from now on, the words in their 

notebooks are tools to help them be better readers and great writers. 
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Opening Meeting Students’ Needs 

B. Engaging the Reader: Pages 6 and 7 of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle (3 minutes) 

• Gather students back together as a group. Say to the class: “Remember that in our lessons so far, we have been doing 

what good readers do; we are going back and rereading to understand more deeply what we are learning about. So we are 

going to go back to Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle again today. Let’s look at what this text tells us about a bullfrog’s 

habitat.”  

• Project pages 6 and 7 on a document camera so that all students can see the text. Read aloud as students watch. Ask: 

“What did this text tell us about the bullfrog’s habitat?” Cold call one or two students to respond. 

• Students will see that very little is revealed other than that bullfrogs live in or near slow-moving water like bayous, places 

with duckweed and lilypads. To get students thinking headed in the right direction, suggest to them that different types of 

frogs live in different places. 

• As in the previous two lessons, pair 

students intentionally. Partner an 

ELL with a student who speaks the 

same L1. This can let students have 

more meaningful discussions and 

clarify points in their L1.  

• Consider posting on an anchor chart 

the reading routine. ELL students 

would benefit from this chart having 

nonlinguistic representation of the 

steps. This might have been done in 

the previous unit. If so, refer to that 

chart.  
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Work Time Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Generating Questions about a Frog’s Habitat (5 minutes) 

• Direct students to the first two learning targets and read each aloud.  

• Regarding the second learning target, ask students to think about the word ‘habitat.’ Ask: “Think, then talk with a 

partner: What do you remember about the word habitat?”  

• Give students a few seconds to talk to their partner. Cold call one or two students to share out their thinking.  

• Say to students: “Again, our text Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle gives us some information and lots of vivid and precise 

words, but it doesn’t tell us a whole lot about a habitat of a bullfrog. We also need to remember the bullfrogs are only one 

type of frog. I’m sure there are things you’re wondering about a frog’s habitat. Before you look in our other text, you will 

think about the questions you have about a frog’s habitat.”  

• Be sure students have their text: Everything you need to know about FROGS and Other Slippery Creatures. 

Distribute the Asking and Answering Questions: “Home, Sweet Home” recording form and four sticky 

notes to each student.  

• Project pages 18 and 19. Tell students: “Do you see the light blur band toward the top of the page? The words you see 

there are called subtitles. A subtitle is a title for a specific section or part of page. Let’s look at the subtitles on this page. 

Who can read them aloud for us?” Call on a student to read the subtitles: Desert Living, Plant Life, Up in the Trees, All at 

Sea, In the Wet, Cool Creatures. 

• Then ask: 

* “What do the subtitles make you wonder about a frog’s habitat?” 

• Remind students to use the question stem words Who, What, When, Where, Why, and How. Give students a few minutes 

to look at the text and write their questions on their recording form. Remind students that they are filling out only the 

question portion (left side) of the form for now.  

• For ELL students, consider providing 

them with a partially filled-in Asking 

and Answering Questions: “Home, 

Sweet Home” recording form that 

provides them with the question 

sentence stems: “What ____?”, 

“Why____?”, “How ____?” This 

provides them with a model for starting 

a sentence and assists them with their 

thinking.  
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Work Time (continued)  Meeting Students’ Needs 

B. Reading Aloud and Rereading for Gist: Pages 18 and 19 of Everything You Need to Know  about Frogs 

and Other Slippery Creatures (15 minutes) 

• Tell students that they should keep their questions in mind as the text is read aloud and as they reread. 

• Before reading aloud, ask students to look at the text features of pages 18 and 19. Remind students that a text feature 

is “something used within informational text that helps the reader understand the content or navigate the page. Text 

features help a reader be more efficient when they read.” 

• Say: “Look carefully at pages 18 and 19. What do you notice?” Have students talk with a partner. Then cold call a few 

students and listen for them to share out comments such as: “There are columns,” and “There are captions at the 

bottom of each picture.” 

• Follow-up with: “Do you think the author wants us to read going across or going down?” Help students see that the 

intent is to read down from each subtitle in the light blue band. 

• Say to students: “One thing that good readers do to help them find information efficiently is to skim. Skimming 

means that you look quickly over the page to see if you can find key information. Let’s look at our recording form, 

because that will help us know what key information we are looking for.” 

• Project the first column of the “Home, Sweet Home” recording form with the list of frogs displayed. Students 

will get their recording form in the next part of the lesson (or it can distributed now to students). 

• Do a very brief think-aloud: “According to the recording form, I see we are looking for information about the habitat 

of four specific frogs: the gold frog, red-eyed tree frog, tree hole frog, and the wood frog.”  

• Give students a minute to look with a partner. Tell them: “See if you can quickly skim and find each of those frogs on 

pages 18 and 19 that are named on your recording form.” 

• Use a simple thumbs-up as a signal for when they have located each of the four frogs.  

• Read aloud the top of the page about amphibians only. Then just the text about each of the frogs listed on the 

recording form as students follow along. Model (using think aloud) that you are skimming to find the frogs listed on 

the form.   

• Show students a map of where the 

world’s rainforests are located to 

help them know where the gold frog 

might live. 

• Show students a world map to allow 

them to see where Borneo is. Then 

show them a physical map of Borneo 

so they can see where the lowland 

forests are (habitat of the tree hole 

frog). 

• Help students determine where the 

wood frog might live based on the 

fact that the text said they hibernate 

to survive “freezing conditions” and 

the photograph shows snow. 

• Since students will spend a 

significant amount of time learning 

more about poison dart frogs in the 

second part of this unit, you likely 

don’t need to expand on the 

information about the strawberry 

poison dart frog at this time. 
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Work Time (continued)  Meeting Students’ Needs 

• Now students will reread on their own to capture the gist – but caution students to only read the parts of pages 18-19 

that were read aloud. They will use their four sticky notes to write the gist (or in this case, since there’s a limited 

amount of text for each frog, students can bullet key details). 

• Release them to read and write for about 10 minutes. Circulate and support students as they read.  

• Give students 5 minutes to share their thinking with a partner. 

 

C. Learning about Habitat  and Completing the “Home, Sweet Home” Recording Form (15 minutes) 

• Distribute the “Home Sweet Home” recording form, and project a copy on the document camera.  

• Review the headings aloud. Give students a minute to look at the recording form with a partner. Cold call one or two 

students to explain what they will do on this form. Answer clarifying questions as necessary.  

• Give students about 10 more minutes to complete their forms. Students should continue working with their partner, 

but complete their own recording form. Circulate and support as needed. Then stop students and ask: 

* “What frog do you think is the most amazing? What made this frog amazing to you?” Give students time to share with 

their partner.  

• Congratulate students on their hard work today. Say: “Now we have more expertise about frog habitats and the 

adaptations that help them survive in those habitats. Thank your partner for their good thinking.”  

 

D. Working With Words in Context:  hibernating, dweller, amplify, gaps, canopies (12 minutes) 

The meaning of all vocabulary words for Lesson 5 will be reviewed and clarified in Lesson 6 when students add these 

words to their Vocabulary Notebooks. 

• Gather students back together. Share the learning target: “I can determine the meaning of unknown words using context 

clues.”  

• Say: “Again today, the words you are going to work with are not in the glossary of the book. Just like you did in Lessons 3 

and 4, you are going to try to figure out what the words mean by reading the sentences in the text and looking at the 

pictures. You are going to try to find the meaning of the words by using the context clues.” 

• Increase interactions with 

vocabulary in context. This increases 

the rate of vocabulary acquisition for 

ELLs. 
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Work Time (continued)  Meeting Students’ Needs 

• As they did in lessons 3 and 4, students will work in groups of 3-4. Each group will be assigned two words. Since there are 

only five words for this lesson, there will be overlap with groups having the same word(s) as other groups. This is fine as 

it will allow multiple perspectives and confirmation if groups come up with similar thinking. 

• Students will use their Everything you need to know about FROGS and Other Slippery Creatures texts and their 

assigned word cards.  

• Since this is the third day in a row using this routine, students should be familiar with the steps. If necessary, post the 

Steps for Work Time D anchor chart (from Lesson 3). 

• Remind groups they need to pick a group member to share the group’s work. Make sure this student has the group’s 

cards in hand. 

• Give groups 5 minutes to work. After 5 minutes, bring the groups back together.  

• Project Using the Context of Informational Text: Figuring Out What “Home’ Sweet Home” Words Mean. 

Pick 1-2 groups to share for each word. Groups may or may not share both of their words but all words need to be 

reviewed. Use the last column as a way to help students realize that in informational text there are often graphic sources 

like photographs and diagrams that are intentionally placed to aid with understanding the content. 

• As each word is reviewed, end by sharing the student-friendly definition, using the Student-friendly Definitions as a 

reference (this does not need to be displayed or projected at this time). 

• Tell students that they will add these words to their Vocabulary Notebooks at the beginning of Lesson 6. 

 

 

Closing and Assessment Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Debrief (2 minutes) 

• Gather students back together whole group. Congratulate them for using their reading skills of asking questions, 

rereading, and figuring out the gist of a text to help them build expertise about frogs and their habitats.  

• Revisit the learning targets. Use a sharing protocol like fist-to-five or thumb-o-meter to have students self-assess their 

progress with the targets.  

• Consider providing sentence stems for 

ELL students: “I chose _____ because 

______.” Post this on an anchor chart. 
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Homework Meeting Students’ Needs 

• Reread pages 12 and 13, “Super Skin.” Focus again on the vocabulary words for today: shed, cavity, suffocates, secrete, 

mucus. Write down any additional words you wonder about. We will add these to a class chart. Look for the chart when 

you arrive in the morning. 

 

Note: At arrival time on the day of Lesson 6, have a blank piece of chart paper on clear display. As students arrive, invite 

them to copy the words from their homework onto the chart paper. Caution them to not write a word that has already 

been written by another student.  
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Vocabulary Notebook (Lesson 4 Words) 

 
Words about:  

 

Vocabulary Word Definition Definition in My Own 

Words 

Picture or 

Symbol 

 

 

shed 

___________________ 

______________________ 

______________________ 

______________________ 

________________ 

___________________ 

___________________ 

___________________ 

 

 

 

cavity 

___________________ 

______________________ 

______________________ 

______________________ 

________________ 

___________________ 

___________________ 

___________________ 

 

 

 

secrete 

___________________ 

______________________ 

______________________ 

______________________ 

________________ 

___________________ 

___________________ 

___________________ 

 

 

 

suffocate 

___________________ 

______________________ 

______________________ 

______________________ 

___________________ 

___________________ 

___________________ 

___________________ 

 

 

 

mucus 

___________________ 

______________________ 

______________________ 

______________________ 

___________________ 

___________________ 

___________________ 

___________________ 
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  Asking and Answering Questions: 
“Home, Sweet Home” Recording Form 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 
 

Part 1: Asking Questions about a Frog’s Habitat 
 

What questions do you have about a 

frog’s habitat after looking at the images 

on pages 18 and 19? 

If you found the answer to your question 

as you read, write it here. 

 

1. _______________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

 

1._______________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

 

2. _______________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

 

2. _______________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 
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  Asking and Answering Questions: 
“Home, Sweet Home” (Alternate) 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 

Part 1: Asking Questions about a Frog’s Habitat 
 

What questions do you have about a 

frog’s habitat after looking at the images 

on pages 18 and 19? 

If you found the answer to your question 

as you read, write it here. 

After looking at pages 18 and 19, a 

question I have is ____________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

My question was / was not 
answered. 
 

If your question was answered, write the answer 
below: 
 

I found out that _____________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

After looking at pages 18 and 19, a 

question I have is ____________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

My question was / was not 
answered. 
 

If your question was answered, write the answer 
below: 
 

I found out that _____________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 
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“Home, Sweet Home” 

Sequence Recording Form 

 

WHO? 

(Who is the frog?) 

WHERE? 

(Where does the frog live?) 

WHY? 

(Why can this frog survive there? Describe the 

amazing adaptations that make this possible.) 

Gold Frog _________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

Red-eyed Tree 

Frog 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

Tree Hole Frog _________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

Wood Frog _________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 
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Word Cards for Work Time D: 

Small Group Work 

 

 

hibernating 
 

wood frog 
 

 

dweller 
 

gold frog 
 

 

amplify 
 

tree hole frog 
 

 

gaps 
 

wood frog 
 

 

canopies 
 

red-eyed tree frog 
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Using the Context of Informational Text: 
Figuring Out What “Home, Sweet Home” Words Mean 

 

 

Vocabulary Word 

 

Word in Context 

Did the 

Photograph 

Help? 

 

hibernating 
 

(wood frog) 

 

The wood frog survives freezing conditions 

by hibernating. 

 

 

dweller 
 

(gold frog) 

 

It is a ground-dweller since it can’t jump 

or climb very well. 

 

 
amplify 

 

(tree hole frog) 

 

The little frog uses tree hollows to 

amplify its mating calls so that it can be 

heard over long distances. 

 

 

gaps 
 

(wood frog) 

 

It finds cracks in rocks, or gaps in logs or 

can bury itself in leaves… 

 

 

canopies 
 

(red-eyed tree 

frog) 

 

The red-eyed tree frog lives high in the 

canopies in Central America. 
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Student-friendly Definitions 

(from Lesson 5) 

 

 

 

 

 

hibernating 

 

to remain dormant (deep-sleeping) over 
the winter to conserve energy 

 

The ladybugs were hibernating within the logs waiting for 

spring. 

 

 

dweller 

 

 

someone or something that lives  
in a place  

 

The birds built their nest in the cavity of a nearby tree. 

 
 

amplify 
        
 

 

to make louder  
 

Being in the cave amplified my voice. 

 

 

gaps 
        

 

 

openings or spaces  
 

There were many gaps in the stone wall. 
 

 

 

canopies 
        

 

a rooflike covering that hangs over 
something  

 

The tree canopies shaded everything on the forest floor. 
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Lesson 5 Homework 
 

Name: 

Date: 

 

Reread pages 18 and 19, “Home, Sweet Home” from the text, Everything 

you need to know about FROGS or Other Slippery Creatures. 

 

Focus again on the vocabulary words for today: habitat, dweller, 

canopies, amplify, gaps. 

 

Write down any additional words you wonder about. We will add these to 

a class chart. 

_______________________ 

_______________________ 

_______________________ 

_______________________ 

_______________________ 
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Who Am I? Frog Riddles 

 

 

1 

I love living in the forests of Borneo. Borneo is northwest of Australia. Part of 

Borneo belongs to Malaysia and part belongs to Indonesia. It may be hard to 

see me since I live inside the trunks of trees. When I call to a mate, they can 

hear me from far away. Living in a hole in a tree trunk allows my voice to carry 

across a long distance. 

 

2 

I live in mountain rainforests. I don’t jump or climb very well. You may not 

notice me because I am quite small and live in the dead leaves that have fallen 

to the ground. My babies don’t have a tadpole stage since I don’t live near 

water. 

 

 

3 

When my eggs hatch, I have to take them to where there is water. I am very 

colorful and part of my name comes from a type of fruit. I’m part of a very 

large frog family. We may all look colorful and pretty but be careful around 

us…if you eat us, you’ll either get sick or you might even die! 

 

 

4 

Brrrr! It can get very cold where I live! So I need to find a way to survive the 

freezing temperature. I’m a hibernator! I snuggle into cracks in rocks or 

openings in logs. Sometimes I just nestle in underneath the leaves on the 

ground. Then it’s nighty-night for me until spring! 

 

 

5 

I need to live near slow-moving water. I have a good appetite! Some of my 

favorite meals are crayfish and some kinds of moths. I don’t mind munching 

on mice either. I even will eat other kinds of frogs if they’re small enough! Me 

and the black-crowned heron are not what you’d call friends…why would I be 

friends with a bird that tries to eat me?! 

 

6 

Most people think I’m awfully cute. My feet are usually bright orange. They 

are one of my most important adaptations. You see, I have sticky pads on my 

toes which helps me to climb trees in my rainforest home in Central America. 

In fact, I’m such a good climber, I’m known as the “monkey frog!” Being a 

good climber means I can go where my predators can’t go! Clever, huh? 

 
Answers: 1-Tree Hole Frog; 2-Gold Frog; 3-Strawberry Poison-Dart Frog; 4-Wood Frog; 5-American Bullfrog; 6-Red-Eyed 
Tree Frog 


